Abstract
Introduction
Traditional OS abstractions and structures focus on protection [75, 38, 22] and resource management [42, 6, 9] when a resource provider coincides with resource users. The shift toward server-side computing (in short SSC), e.g., warehousescale computing [11, 10] and cloud computing [80, 78, 5, 63, 51, 60] provides the opportunity to reexamine fundamental OS abstractions and structures.
In SSC, resource users and providers have conflicting concerns. The first example is resource sharing vs. performance isolation in cloud computing. To improve cost efficiency, a common practise is to co-locate tasks from multiple workloads on each server so as to saturate the node resources [93, 27, 28] . From a resource provider's perspective, the purpose of workload consolidation is to enable resource sharing so as to benefit from the economics of scale. However if the OS provides poor performance isolation, adverse performance interferences not only waste providers' resources, but also hurt cloud users' interest-wasted resources are wrongly charged to users. Another typical example is tail latency 1 guarantee vs. high resource utilization in warehouse-scale computing (see Section 2.1).
As no OS abstraction and structure considers the separation between resource users and providers, the shift toward SSC poses serious challenges for OS structures. We take a latencycritical service mixed with an offline analytics on the same server as an example. For the widely used Linux, Linux containers (LXC) [6] , and Xen [9] , a monolithic kernel or a virtual machine monitor (VMM) share numerous data structures protected by locks, not only hurting performance, but also deteriorating performance interferences or outliers, which is confirmed by our comprehensive evaluation in Section 6.
Increasing many-core scale and workload diversity aggravate the above challenges. On one hand, commodity computer systems contain more processor cores [13] [17] . However, existing multiprocessor OSes have been scaled to accommodate many processors in an ad hoc manner, by repeatedly identifying and removing the most contended bottlenecks [86, 36, 40, 61, 74] . On the other hand, workloads have different state sharing requirements. User-facing services often have ample request-level parallelism [11, 10] , so each service replication seldom communicates with each other. On the contrary, data-parallel workloads (e.g., Spark [91] ) need frequent state sharing among tasks.
This paper presents a horizontal OS model, as shown in Figure 1 . In this model, we propose a new OS abstractionsubOS-as not only a management facility enforcing flexible physical resource provision, which is orthogonal to tradition OS resource management abstractions, but also an execution environment qualified for a resource principal. We identify three design principles in the model: (1) Division of responsibility. We decompose the OS into the supervisor for the resource provider and several subOSes for resource users. (2) Make physical resources elastic.The supervisor flexibly provisions physical resources for subOSes, and each subOS can be created, destroyed, and resized swiftly. (3) Confine state sharing. We reduce the set and scope of state sharing among subOSes, but allow on-demand state sharing if necessary. We reconstruct the OS as the supervisor running side by side with several subOSes. Table 1 summarizes the differences of the horizontal OS model from the other ones.
On several Intel Xeon platforms, we applied the horizontal OS model to build the first working prototype-RainForest. We ported Linux 2.6.32 as a subOS and performed comprehensive evaluation of RainForest against three Linux kernels: 1) 2.6.32, an old kernel released five years ago but still popularly used and in long-term maintenance; 2) 3.17.4, a latest kernel released on November 21, 2014; 3) 2.6.35M, a modified version of 2.6.35 integrated with sloppy counters [19] ; LXC (version 0.7.5 ); and XEN (version 4.0.0) using six comprehensive benchmark suites.
Experimental results show: 1) Compared to Linux, LXC, and Xen, RainForest improves the throughput of the search service by 25.0%, 42.8%, 42.8% under the tail latency limit of 200 ms. Note that in this paper, the tail latency performance indicates the 99th percentile latency if not otherwise stated. The CPU utilization rate is improved by 16 .6% ∼ 25.1% respectively. 2) In the scenarios of static and dynamic workloads, RainForest exhibits the best performance isolation when consolidated with other batch jobs. Guaranteeing the tail latency within a reasonable range, the running time of one round of offline batches is reduced by 11.5% and 67.9% compared to LXC and Xen, respectively. 3) RainForest performs best with the Spark workloads, and the maximum speedups are 1.43x, 1.16x, and 2.60x with respect to Linux, LXC, and Xen, respectively.
Motivation
In this section, the hardware and software configurations are consistent with that in Section 6 accordingly.
Tail latency guarantee challenge
User-facing services require very low worst-case response time-tail latency on each node. For example, a Bing search may access 10,000 index servers [56] . If we need to guarantee service-level 90th percentile latency to be less than 100 ms, we must make sure that the 99.999th percentile latency is less than 100 ms on each server according to the equation 1 − (0.9) 1/10000 ≈ 0.000011 [26] . Consequently, latency-critical workloads are typically executed alone at low loads [48] , which results in low resource utilization [73, 28] and is unexpected for the resource provider. Figure 2a shows on a recent Linux kernel (3.17.4) the cumulative distribution of latencies of a simple microbenchmark-mmap (latency is about few microseconds) from the Will-it-scale benchmark suite [4] on a 12-core server. The benchmark creates multiple processes, each creating a 128M file, and then repeatedly maping and unmaping it into and from memory. For the same many-core scale, as the number of processes (load level) increases, tail latency significantly deteriorates. It is mainly because of frequent accesses on a global variable vm_commited_as protected by a spinlock. vm_commited_as is a percpu_counter and should streamline concurrent updates by using the local counter in vm_commited_as. But once the update is beyond the percpu_counter_batch limit, it will overflow into the global count, causing false sharing and high synchronization overhead. Our experiences demonstrate similar trends in other benchmarks (e.g., pagefault, malloc, etc.) of Will-It-Scale.
Meet with increasing many-core scale
We repeat the experiment of memcached (whose latency is about tens or hundreds microseconds) presented in [19] on a 40-core server, a near future main-stream server. This time we profile the response time and focus on the tail latencies. We run multiple memcached servers simultaneously, each on its own port and bound to a dedicated core. Enough clients are deployed to saturate the servers to get highest throughput as [19] .
In Figure 2b , we observe Linux 2.6.32 exhibits poor tail latency with increasing cores. Though many bottlenecks were fixed through modifying the NUMA memory allocation policy as local allocate, rearranging falsely shared structures, and replacing the dst_entry structure's reference counter with a sloppy counter [19] , both Linux 2.6.35M [19] proposed to solve scalability issue and Linux kernel (3.17.4) with several years' evolution after Linux 2.6.32 fail to alleviate this issue. We also note that on three Linux systems, the average latency do not increase much as many-core scale increases. This indicates synchronization operations over a large scope of sharing are more unpredictable and forces us to reexamine the scalability problem in the context of tail latency. Figure 2c measures the deterioration of the 99th percentile latency of a search engine workload from the BigDataBench benchmark suite [89] (whose latency is about tens or hundreds of milliseconds) co-located with each PARSEC workload [2] on a 12-core server running three different kernels. Although consolidation increases the resource utilization, the tail latency latency degrades by tens of times, which is unacceptable for large-scale services. Even we fix the CPU affinities of Search and PARSEC processes and specify the local allocate memory allocation policy, the maximum degradations are still be above forty. The interference can be attributed to the resource contention inside the monolithic kernel and inevitable disturbance from synchronization operations. Table 1 depicts the comparison of main OS models. A monolithic OS integrates all management facilities into the kernel space and only provide high-level abstractions and interfaces. The resource container abstraction [6, 81] separates a protection domain from a resource principal, but shares the same structure of a monolithic kernel. Microkernel moves most kernel management activities into user space services to reduce user space context switches. But shared data structures are not reduced in both user space services and kernel components. Similarly, OS functionalities of an exokernel are pushed to library OSes linked with individual user-level processes and only the protection layer is reserved in kernel. A single kernel still controls the access of low-level resources, handle scheduling, interrupts, and exceptions, and deliver network packets. Xen resembles an exokernel, with low-level multiplexing of resources between relatively self-contained domains. VMM runs beneath VMs and manages virtual resources provided for VMs. Even with direct allocation of physical resources, VMM interrupts VMs' execution either actively or passively. For multi-kernel, the OS functionalities are replicated on each cell [21] , or shadow kernel [57] , or CPU driver [13] but kept consistent via distributed shared memory (DSM) or distributed commit protocols.
Performance interferences of co-located workloads

Discussion
For these OSes, the OS management functionalities are either centralized or decentralized but sharing states with complex consistency algorithms. Moving partial management facilities to the user space or library OSes can not prevent the remained numerous data structures in the kernel from being shared across all cores. Even with multiple kernels, the states are forced to be synchronized. We can envision the persistent negative effects on the tail latency performance and isolation. Moreover, as server-side computing widely deploys the Linux OS, support for unmodified Linux application binaries is essential. New OS designs require a considerable investment in development efforts and time before reaching commercial maturity [20] . But most OS models in the table cannot guarantee it.
We believe that now is the time to reconsider how the OS should be restructured to cope with future hardware and emerging applications. Barrelfish is actually a good trial aiming at hardware heterogeneity and system scalability. However, rather than designing the OS as a peer-to-peer distributed system, we design and reason about the OS more like a master-slave distributed system, and then employ limited supervision and sharing to optimize the model where necessary. The OS architecture we propose in this paper is positioned at the right of the spectrum, where multiple kernels are adopted, resource management is execlusively bound to individual kernels, state are shared on demand, and resources are flexible to flow.
The Horizontal OS Model
In this section, we present the horizontal OS model. In a nutshell, we horizontally decompose the OS into the supervisor for the resource provider, and several subOSes for applications.
The horizontal OS model is guided by three design princi-ples:
1. Division of responsibility. 2. Make physical resources elastic. 3. Confine state sharing.
Division of responsibility
For SSC, we divide the OS responsibility between the resource provider and users: the provider's OS part called the supervisor discovers, monitors, and provisions resources, while a user's OS part called subOS independently manages resources and runs applications. We physically partition the node resources into several physical resource zones on each of which runs a subOS or the supervisor (usually, it runs on the first physical resource zone). Subject to the hardware architecture, each zone may include at least a CPU core or SMT (Simultaneous Multi-Treading) thread (if supported), a memory region at a fine or coarse granularity, and optionally several peripherals (e.g" network interface cards, storage devices, or GPGPU devices as PCIe endpoints).
The roles of the supervisor and subOSes are explicitly differentiated. The supervisor gains a global view of the node physical resources and allocates resources for a subOS. A subOS initializes and drives the resources on its own and creates other high-level OS abstractions for better resource sharing, e.g., process, thread, resource container, etc.. As we know, a monolithic kernel suffers from switching roles between management and data exchange. Thus the data plane of a horizontal OS-a subOS-becomes more efficient not only because of minimum involvement from the control plane-the supervisor, but also because each subOS knows better than the supervisor what the goal of their resource management decisions should be.
Also, this approach enables the OS to strengthen isolation among mixed workloads. On one hand, applications on two subOSes do not intended to share software-level resources. Note that it does not preclude subOSes sharing memory between cores (see Section 3.3). In a system based on universal sharing of kernel structures, processes contend with each other for limited resources, such as dentry cache, inode cache, page cache, and even routing table. On the other hand, hardware units like TLB entries are no longer necessarily shared by subOSes, indicating TLB shootdown is unnecessary to broadcast to all cores.
Finally, as the processors are connected by front-end buses or message passing interfaces (in a heterogenous architecture), the supervisor and subOSes can communicate through shared memory or explicit messages. Thus the OS will inevitably behave as a distributed system. This structure is naturally modular, because subOSes communicate only through well-defined interfaces [13] . A horizontal OS can exhibit high fault tolerance with component replication and group membership services.
Make physical resources elastic
In a monolithic OS, physical resources are abstracted into virtual resources,which leads to elastic resource allocation and deallocation of a process. In a horizontal OS, when the supervisor allocates and deallocates physical resources for a subOS, the prominent physical resources should also be regarded as elastic as virtual resources.
From a monolithic OS's view, physical resources, especially cores, are coupled with the kernel because of complex running states. Procedures need to be performed before applying for a physical resource. If we abstract physical resources of a subOS as normal resource abstractions like files that can be freely opened or closed, reconfiguration of a running subOS will be flexible. On one hand, a horizontal OS can adjust the number of subOSes or resize the resources of each subOS. This property not only facilitates flexible resource sharing, but also supports shrinking durations of rental periods and increasingly fine grained resources offered for sale [5] . On the other hand, most of server workloads are fast changing, e.g., their ratios of peak loads to normal loads are high. So resizing a subOS must be fast so that it will not result in significant QoS violation or throughput loss. Experiences have shown the feasibility of hot-adding or hot-plugging a physical device in Linux [65, 76, 54] or decoupling cores from the kernel in Barrelfish/DC [92] . We can further shorten the long path of initializing or defunctioning a physical resource from the ground up in existing approaches as discussed in Section 4.
Resource overcommitment increases hardware utilization in VMM as most VMs use only a small portion of the physical memory that is allocated to them. Similarly, a horizontal OS allows resource preemption among subOSes. For example, a subOS preempts cores of others if its load is much heavier. Latency critical workloads may benefit from resources provisioning with a higher priority when mixed with offline batches.
Confine state sharing
An the OS maintains the states of system resources, including various kinds of data structures, such as list of free memory regions or available virtual memory address spaces. In a multicore machine, these states are shared by multiple processes across all cores. To guarantee the consistency, locks are needed to protect shared data structures, as well as synchronization operations in the micro-architecture. The overhead for synchronization is highly influenced by the degree of sharing and the frequency of updates. A horizontal OS reduces the overhead through confining state sharing as follows:
First, physically partitioning the node resources inherently reduces the scope of sharing inside a subOS. As a subOS runs within a resource zone, execution will not cross over the boundary of a zone. Software operations like lock/unlock and micro-architectural operations like TLB shootdown and cache synchronization will thus target on a smaller scope. Meanwhile, the load on system interconnects will also decline. However, extremely restricting a subOS onto a single core is probably not the best option. Applications may desire different number of cores and thread-to-core mappings [85] .
Second, inter-subOS state sharing is kept on on a very low level. It is ideal that no state is shared among subOSes. But the hardware trend towards high density and fast interconnection accelerates intra-node data exchange. And the supervisor has to communicate with subOSes for coordination. On one hand, we demand the data structures shared by the supervisor and all subOSes are quite limited. As resource management is locally conducted by subOS kernels, the global coordination and monitoring enforced by the supervisor are much reduced. On the other hand, we facilitate two subOSes to construct mutual communication channels on demand. In this context, the negative effects of frequent updates in the communication are neutralized by the small degree of sharing. It also makes sense in the scenario that the supervisor transfers messages to a subOS for dynamic resource reconfiguration. A horizontal OS makes it possible to make a tradeoff of resource sharing between within a subOS and among subOSes, which gains the best performance for typical server workloads, e.g., the Spark workload as shown in Section 6.4.2.
Besides the improvement on scalability, reducing state sharing contributes to less performance interference. Shared states makes cascading performance dependencies by affecting both the temporal and spatial locality of each other. For example, event notifications need to interrupt others' normal execution and data replications may produce pollution on both on-chip caches and main memory.
subOS as an OS abstraction
We conclude a subOS's properties as follows:
First, the subOS abstraction is proposed as an OS management facility. Through creating, destroying, or resizing a subOS, the resource provider can flexibly provision physical resources for each resource user. From this perspective, the subOS abstraction is orthogonal to the existing OS abstractions proposed for resource management. For example, the resource container [6] , DUNE process [15] , IX kernel [16] ), and Arrakis libos [71] are applicable in a subOS.
Second, the subOS abstraction makes resource accounting much easier and more accurate. Because a subOS owns exclusive resources, independently runs applications, and sharing few states with others, which clears up the confusion of attributing resource consumptions to applications because of scheduling, interrupt serving, peripheral drivers and etc.. Third, two subOSes can establish internal communication channels, which resembles inter-process communication (IPC) in a monolithic OS. A subOS can map a memory zone of another subOS to enable shared memory like mmap in Linux.
Fourth, a subOS can spawn another subOS like forking a child process in Linux, which makes it possible the existence of variety of relationships between subOSes. Management of a child subOS can be transferred to its parent.
The implications of the model to a real OS
To reduce the cost and facilitate aggressive resource sharing, SSC widely uses low-end servers that presume homogeneous cache-coherent (CC) shared memory systems. So our system takes a pragmatic approach and presumes the CC shared memory system as the underlying hardware.
As our model encourages running subOSes in parallel, it can be easily extended to multiple coherence domains that have no hardware cache coherence. However, its flexibility of resource sharing will be limited and we can only elastically partition resources within a domain, or else we have to leverage the DSM technology among several domains in [57] .
The number of subOSes is strictly limited by the cores or SMT threads, but we can still integrate containers or guest OSes in a subOS. Two-level scheduling is an interesting open issue. When the peripheral devices are not enough or sharing them may not degrade much the performance of applications on other subOSes, we can leverage the virtualization technology like the split-driver model [24, 58] , which is applied to block and network devices.
From an OS research perspective, a reasonable question is to what extent a real implementation can adhere to the model [13] , and the consequent effects on tail latency guarantee, performance isolation and so on. To address this, we have implemented RainForest, a working OS according to the horizontal OS model. The goals for RainForest are as follows.
• To support for unmodified applications binaries at only a small fraction of the development cost of modifying the operating system. • To demonstrate the evidence of guaranteeing worst-case performance and high resource utilization for latencycritical workloads.
• To demonstrate better performance isolation and elastic resource sharing in workload consolidation.
• To provide competitive performance and scalability to existing commodity OSes on many-core hardware through comprehensive workloads;
In the following sections we present the implementation, quantitatively measure the extent to which it achieves these goals, and discuss our experience and the security limitation.
Implementation
We explore the implications of these principles by describing the implementation of RainForest, which is not the only way to apply the horizontal OS model. 
Test platforms
RainForest currently runs well on x86-64 platforms. We tested it on five platforms with Intel Xeon E5620, E5645, E5-2620, E5-2640, and E7-8870 for over a year, and it has become stable. In the rest of this paper, performance numbers are reported on two different servers: a mainstream 12-core server (S-A) and a mainstream server in near future with 40-core and 1 TB memory (S-B). The configuration details are shown in Table 2 . Figure 3 depicts the RainForest structure. Ideally, the supervisor can be constructed on a specialized firmware to avoid occupying resources that can be utilized by subOSes. In our current implementation, it is the primarily booted OS instance on each machine. It occupies at least one core or SMT thread and several MB of memory. In fact, we can also run applications on the supervisor, though it is not recommended for security concerns.
System structure
FICM (Fast Inter-subOS Communication Meachnism) provides the basic interfaces for inter-subOS communication, which is initialized when booting up subOSes (including the supervisor). It forks low-level message channels among subOSes based on inter-processor interrupt (IPI) and shared memory. A core is selected as the communication core of a subOS. On each subOS, we fork two FICM kernel threads (read/write) with real time priority to transfer tiny immediate messages in units of cache lines (typically 64 Bytes) using NAPI (New API, which combines interrupts and polling) interfaces. Unicast, multicast, and broadcast are also well supported. Upon FICM, supcon in the supervisor and subOScon in a subOS implement the primitives of subOS management. All primitive commands from supcon will be conducted and handled by subOScon, and vice versa. Resource provisioner provides interfaces for a full-fledged user space 
SubOS management
Memory organization: Figure 4 summarizes the organizations of physical and virtual memory spaces of a subOS. Conventionally, Linux directly maps all physical memory from zero to PAGE_OFFSET so that the conversion between virtual and physical addresses can be easily carried out by macros __pa and __va. In a subOS, we map the start address of its physical memory to PAGE_OFFSET and rephase the __pa and __va macros. Other fix-mapped structures, which are mostly architecture-specific, are revised to create a safe booting environment. To support logical hotadd and hot-plug of memory regions whose physical addresses are ahead of the addresses of a subOS's physical memory initially allocated, we map them into a hole after __START_KERNEL_map in the address space instead of the direct-mapping address space starting from PAGE_OFFSET.
Creating a subOS: Before starting a subOS, RFcontroller prepares the least descriptions of hardware upon which a subOS can succesfully start up. In the normal booting of Linux, it is actually conducted by BIOS. The information RFcontroller fills for a subOS includes the description of SMP (MP Configuration Table) , memory regions (E820 Table) , and boot parameters. A new bootparam parameter is added to instruct the kernel of a white list of passthrough PCIe endpoints. For the X86 architecture, we employ a two-phase jump after RFcontroller issues a restart command to the designated BSP (Bootstrap Processor) of a subOS. Once finishing the mode switch in the common trampoline in low memory, the execution will jump to the customized trampoline residing in its exclusive physical memory.
Though a horizontal OS prevents the supervisor from managing physical resources of subOSes, subOSes still need help from the supervisor. It is because a few hardware resources must be accessed via atomic operations or strictly protected from simultaneous updates. A typical example is the low memory (< 1M) where resides a small slice of trampoline codes that is needed for any X86 processor to finish mode switches. Similar situations exist in the management of I/O APIC pins and PCI configuration registers. RainForest adopts global spinlocks stored in a globally shared page that is mapped into the address spaces of both the supervisor and subOSes. Note that this protection is specific to the x86 architecture.
Resizing a subOS: Linux supports device hot-plug to allow failing hardware to be removed on a running system. But the shortest path of functioning or defunctioning a device in a subOS for elastic resource adjustment is different from failing over hardware failures. We made efforts to shorten the path of logical hot-add and hot-plug by removing several unnecessary phases. For example, we reduce the cost of a CPU hot-add operation from 150 ms to 70 ms by removing the delay calibration of each CPU. For memory hot-add, we reduce the scope of scanning removable page blocks through a short list recording the page blocks reserved by the kernel.
In RainForest, every resource adjustment operation is recorded by the supervisor, which can be further configured to collect the running information through subOScon from the proc subsystem. In particular, hardware performance counters can be accurately employed using the perf tools in a subOS to monitor architectural events of its CPUs. Besides, resource borrowing is allowed to be made directly between two subOSes but needs to be registered on the supervisor via a specified message port.
Destroying a subOS: A subOS releases all shared resources before sending a shutdown request to the supervisor. The supervisor then prepares a designated trampoline program, forces it to transfer the CPUs to the supervisor via the trampoline, and finally reclaims other resources.
Interrupt management: We take different strategies to manage the interrupts. For IPIs, we choose the physical flat mode which specifies a physical APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) ID as the destination. For pin-based interrupts, as I/O APIC can not be shared by multiple subOSes, we make the supervisor the proxy for modifying the I/O APIC redirecting table, which routes interrupts to specific CPUs. For MSI (message signaled interrupts), it is naturally supported by the generic IRQ layer. A MSI compatible driver can correctly configure the interrupt destinations.
Communication subsystems
FICM is preferably used for lightweight messages. To meet with different requirements of continuous and mass communication, we introduce diverse sharing facilities including RFcom, RFloop, and other virtualization infrastructures.
RFcom exports high-level interfaces to kernel routines and user-space programs to facilitate inter-subOS communication. They are rf_open, rf_close, rf_write, and rf_read, rf_map, and rf_unmap. The former four operate on a socket-like channel, upon which subOSes easily communicate with packet-type messages. The other two help create and destroy mapping of shared memory to individual address spaces, but without explicit synchronization mechanisms.
RFloop creates a fully transparent inter-subOS network loop channel based on Linux netfilter. Network packets going to subOSes in the same machine will be intercepted on the network layer and transferred to the destination subOS. We get high bandwidth by adopting a lockless buffer ring and decreasing notification overhead using NAPI interfaces. When the number of PCI-passthrough devices is insufficient for all subOSes, such as RAID controllers, RainForest adopts the splitting driver model applied in paravirtualization technologies. We base the network virtualization on the universal TUN/TAP device driver [52] (RFtun), and the filesystem virtualization on FUSE [84] (RFfuse). To gain better performance isolation and access control, we attach all back-end threads into a control group created specifically for each subOS. Under the control group, resource consumptions of the back-end drivers can be accounted.
Shared states
Except for the mutually shared states in the private communication channels of two subOSes, the supervisor shares few states with all subOSes.
First, the supervisor manages a few globally shared states that are publicly available to all subOSes. These states include the communication core list which is used for IPIs in FICM and the MAC list which is used to sniffer packets in RFLoop. The communication core list is modified if the CPUs of a subOS change or a different load balancing algorithm is adopted for FICM. And the MAC list is modified when a subOS is created or destroyed. As the frequencies of these updates are usually fair low, state sharing can be implemented via either shared memory or messages.
Second, the supervisor reserves privileged operations on protected resources that can not be modified by a subOS. Typical examples are the low memory, the I/O APIC, and the PCIe configuration registers, as discussed in Section 4.3. Table 3 summarizes our coding efforts of the new and modified source codes, most of which are performed in portable functions and independent modules. Out of the key efforts in the kernel, the largest portions are FICM and the functionalities of the supervisor which can be dynamically activated or deactivated. The software stack is unmodified, providing complete support for existing Linux ABI.
Refactoring Efforts
Evaluation
We have tested two benchmark suites (lmbench [82] and PAR-SEC to demonstrate zero-overhead of utilizing the horizontal OS model relative to the virtualization techniques of LXC and Xen. The results are consistent with those reported in [81] and we do not represent here. Other comprehensive comparisons are performed on three Linux kernels, LXC, and Xen.
We run the benchmarks on the two servers listed in Ta For RainForest, as the overhead of the supervision operations is negligible, also we deploy applications on the primary booted OS instance in our experiments. This ensures the fair use of all the node resources as OS instances on LXC and Xen. For LXC and Xen, we bind each OS instance's CPUs or virtual CPUs to physical CPUs, which helps decrease the influence of process scheduling. The NUMA allocation memory policy is local allocation, which preferably allocates local memory in the same nodes of their CPUs. For Linux kernels, we do not pin the benchmarks on specific CPUs or specify the memory allocation policies, making them compete for system resources without restriction. Since there are abundant ethernet adapters in a single node, we make each OS instance directly access one to get near-native performance. For the storage, we attach each OS instance a direct access disk when deploying two OS instances in a 12-core server: one is under a LSI SAS1068E SAS controller and the other is under an Intel ICH10 AHCI controller. When running four OS instances on a S-B-type server, we adopt the tmpfs in-memory file systems to reduce the contention of a single disk.
Worst-case performance guarantee
In this section we test and verify RainForest's ability of guaranteeing tail latency and improving resource utilization. The latency-critical workload we choose is Search from BigDataBench. The front-end Tomcat server distributes each request from the clients to all back-end Nutch index servers, merges the records received from the back ends, and finally responds to the clients. In this benchmark, Tomcat is not the bottleneck according to our massive tests. In our experiments, we choose the real workload trace and set the distribution to be uniform which sends requests at a uniform rate.
When running a single Nutch back end on a S-A-type server, we found the tail latency dramatically climbs up to sec- onds when the request rate reaches 400 req/s, while the CPU utilization cannot surpass 50%. In this experiment, we evaluate the performance and CPU utilization of running multiple back ends on a single server. We set up two Nutch servers on two OS instances in a S-A-type server, each with 6 cores and 16 GB memory. Figure 5 illustrates the tail latencies with increasing load levels. Although the CPU utilization of Linux can finally reach to ∼90% at 600 req/s, the deteriorated tail latency becomes totally unacceptable.
Performance isolation in workload consolidation
In this section, we use both micro and application benchmarks to measure performance isolation of different systems on a S-A-type server deployed with two OS instances.
Mixed microbenchmarks
The microbenchmarks we used include SPEC CPU 2006 [41] (CPU intensive), cachebench [64] (memory intensive), netperf [46] (network intensive), IOzone [1] (filesystem I/O intensive). 11 benchmarks from four benchmark suites are selected to exert heavy pressures to different subsystems. We try to inspect the mutual interference of any two benchmarks which are deployed in two OS instances in a single server. The two OS instances, each with 3 cores and 8 GB memory, run in the same NUMA node rather in two NUMA nodes, producing more performance interference. As processes contend heavily on accessing (especially writing) files on a disk in the IOzone cases, we make them read/write files in the tmpfs file system to stress the filesystem caches and memory instead of physical disks. For cachebench, we set the footprint to 32 MB, which is greater than the LLC and makes more pressure on the memory system. When running two netperf benchmarks on Linux, each of them use a NIC with a IP in different networks. Figure 6 reports the performance degradation of each foreground benchmark affected by the background benchmark with respect to running the foreground benchmark alone. RainForest exhibits good performance isolation except for running cachebench.write and cachebench.modify benchmarks as backgrounds. LXC and Xen get heavier performance interference in the same two scenarios, and in more scenarios performance is much degraded. Besides, Linux with different kernels shows similar behaviors (only Linux-3.17.4 is shown because it has better performance), indicating the performance isolation is poor in a monolithic kernel as it shares many data structures protected by locks.
Services mixed with offline workloads
Co-running online services and offline batches is always a thorny problem. We try to investigate RainForest's performance isolation in terms of co-running Search with batch workloads. In this test, each OS instance runs on 6 cores and 16 GB memory within a NUMA node. We run a Nutch back end and PARSEC workloads respectively on the two OS instances. The requests are replayed in a uniform distribution at 300 requrests/s beyond which the tail latency of XEN will be degraded dramatically. Figure 7 illustrates performance degradation of tail latency compared to the baselines of running a Nutch back end alone on one OS instance of each system. In accordance with Figure 5 , Xen has the poorest tail latency performance (210.9 ms) when running a single Nutch server at 300 req/s. Actually, even at 250 req/s, its tail latency is still as high as 150.6 ms, greater than LXC and RainForest, and the average degradation reaches 25.6%. As virtualization overhead exists, Xen is not suited for a high load level, and it behaves worse than LXC in the figure.
RainForest exhibits good performance isolation almost in all the cases, while the other systems get large tail latencies in many cases. The increase of tail latency in RainForest is always less than 8% and that of LXC can achieve 46%. Actually, Xen has better performance isolation than Linux in terms of average performance of offline batches [9] . But we can see that for latency critical services the tail latency is much deteriorated, because co-located guest OSes share resources provided by VMM and particularly can be interfered by VMM activities and competitions from others.
Flexibility of resource sharing
In this section, we evaluate the elasticity overhead and agility of adjusting resources when consolidating Search with varing loads and PARSEC workloads.
Evaluating elasticity overhead
We evaluate the cost of creating, destroying, and resizing the OS instance by performing these operations 100 times on a S-A-type server. For two OS instance configurations, Table 4 lists the overheads on LXC, Xen, and RainForest. From the experimental results, the elasticity of these systems can be overall described as LXC > RainForest > Xen. For LXC, the allocation and deallocation of resources are not really conducted on physical resources but finished by updating the filter parameters of the cgroup subsystem. Although an adjustment operation is always quickly responded, it may take a long time to take effect. For Xen, booting a domU needs to get the memory ready before loading the domU kernel. VMM has to account the memory, map the shared information pages, and initialize required structures for each domU. We can observe the adjusting phases are also longer.
Agile changes to dynamic workloads
System flexibility responding to fast-changing workloads depends on the elasticity overhead. Here we evaluate the agility of the three systems. We initially configure the server with two OS instances as in Section 6.2.2. But the request rate is fluctuated according to the original distribution. We package 13 PARSEC benchmarks into a batch job and run it repeatedly in one OS instance while a Nutch server runs in the other OS instance. Meanwhile, a preliminary scheduler is adopted to adjust the resources of the two OS instances to guarantee the tail latency performance of Search. In this test, we only adjust the CPUs of two OS instances rather than finding the optimal strategy of adjusting all resources, which is actually an open issue and not the focus of this paper. We set two thresholds (lt, ut) to bound the tail latency. That is, if the tail latency of the last 10 seconds is above the upper threshold-ut, a CPU will be transferred from the PARSEC OS instance to the other, and vice versa.
We record the CPU adjustment events and tail latency variations throughout the replay of 482400 requests in 37.5 minutes. From Figure 8 , we observe that both Linux and LXC have several large fluctuations, showing unstable tail latency guarantees. Xen has smaller fluctuations but the tail latency even exceeds 500 ms. Relatively RainForest exhibits the stablest tail latency guarantee, mostly between 200 ms and 300 ms. Meanwhile, after replaying all the requests, the number of PARSEC benchmarks finished in Linux-2.6.32, Linux-2.6.35M, Linux-3.17.4, LXC, Xen, and RainForest are respectively 22, 26, 25, 19, 6 , and 20. Xen finished less PARSEC benchmarks because the tail latency cannot be reduced below 200 ms even 11 cores are occupied. RainForest outperforms the other systems in terms of both tail latency guarantee and performance of batch jobs in terms of running time. Figure 9 replays the CPU adjustment events for all systems. In Linux, Nutch and PARSEC compete resources adversely, thus we do not record the actual CPU number occupied by Nutch. Table 5 shows the running time of a single run of the PAR-SEC batch job and the corresponding performance of Search on each system. For nutch the throughput on each system does not differ significantly, while the 99% tail latencies are quite different. In RainForest, the tail latency is lowest (230.2 ms) and the batch job runs fastest (1520.0 seconds). Assumming users running PARSEC benchmarks are charged according to the accumulated CPU time and they also value the quality of service of co-located Search, especially tail latency, we can conclude RainForest brings the most economic benefits.
Scalability
We create four OS instances for LXC, Xen, and RainForest on a S-B-type server, each running on 10 cores and 250GB RAM of which 50GB is used for the tmpfs file system.
Latency-critical workloads
We use an in-memory value store (memcached) to evaluate the tail latency with increasing cores. The memcached benchmark we use is an variant of that in MOSBench [19] . Similar to the method in Section 2, we run multiple memcached servers in Linux, each on its own port and a dedicated core. For other systems, the memcached servers are divided averagely into four OS instances. We profile the lookup time of all requests and present the tail latencies with increasing cores in Figure 10 . Although the scalability problem still exists, tail latency on RainForest increases slowly than the others. When the core number is 40, the tail latency improvements of RainForest in comparison with Linux 2.6.32, Linux 2.6.35M, Linux 3.17.4, LXC, and Xen are 7.8x, 4.2x, 2.0x, 1.3x, and 1.4x, respectively. Besides, we can see that Linux 2.6.35M gets higher throughput than the other kernels. But RainForest gains the highest throughput all the time. By the way, the hor- izontal OS model makes it easy to absorb the improvements by Linux 2.6.35M through porting it into a subOS.
Using Spark application workloads
Spark is an in-memory computation framework based on the abstraction of Resistent Distributed Dataset [91] . On Linux, we use the "standalone" deploy mode with the same total 4 worker instances as LXC, Xen, and RainForest (each OS instance runs a worker instance). The workloads include OLAP SQL queries (Select, Aggregation, and Join) from [89, 69] and offline analytic algorithms (Kmeans and PageRank) 2 . Figure 11 shows their performance on the systems, including RainForest with RFloop enabled. Although the bandwidth limits of memory controllers and peripherals may still be bottlenecks on a many-core machine, we still get much improvement from RainForest. The maximum speedups are 1.43x, 1.16x, and 2.60x respectively compared to Linux, LXC, and Xen. With RFloop enabled, the maximum speedups are 1.64x, 1.69x, and 1.74x. For Join and Aggregation, the time consumed in data shuffling among Spark workers takes a high proportion out of the whole execution. RFloop facilitates them fast channels to communicate. By the way, using netperf, the TCP stream performance of RFloop is 0.63x of the local loop, but 1.47x of a virtual NIC of Xen, and 15.95x of a physical NIC. For the UDP stream test, the speedups are 0.44x, 13.02x, and 4.34x.
As many workloads still benefit from shared-memory facilities, the number of OS instances running a distributed appli-cation may largely affect the performance. For example, we tested Select, Aggregation, and Join respectively on 2, 4, 6, and 8 subOSes using the same node resources. We find that the optimal number of subOSes is four for Select and Aggregation, while for Join running on eight subOSes gets the best performance (the improvement can achieve 170%). Table 1 summarizes the horizontal OS model from others. Much previous work on a monolithic OS focuses on how to reduce sharing for shared-memory systems. Tornado [32] and K42 [53] introduce clustered objects to optimize data sharing in terms of concurrency and locality through the balance of partitioning and replication.
Related Work
Microkernels [31, 12, 35, 30, 29] attempt to decompose the OS by moving traditional kernel functionality into usermode services. A recent system-Tessellation [25] adopts a microkernel philosophy, whose OS services are factored and implemented in user space (similar to fos [90] ). Recursive virtual machines [31, 34] allow OSes to be decomposed vertically by implementing OS functionalities in stackable VMMs. Corey [18] resembles an exokernel which defines a shared abstraction that allows applications to dynamically create lookup tables of kernel objects and determine how these tables are shared.
There are a number of ways to build virtualization systems, which range from the hardware (e.g., IBM LPARs [45] ) up to the full software, including hardware abstraction layer VMs (e.g., Xen [9] ), operating system layer VMs (e.g., LXC/Docker [6, 62] , VServer [81] ), and hosted VMs (e.g., KVM) [50] . Disco and Cellular Disco [37, 20] use virtual machines to run multiple commodity OSes on a scalable multiprocessor so as to avoid OS scalability bottlenecks. VirtuOS [67] exploits virtualization to isolate and protect vertical slices of existing OS kernels. Unikernels [60] are singlepurpose appliances that are compile-time specialised into standalone kernels, and sealed against modification when deployed to a cloud platform.
A number of systems reconstruct the traditional OS as a distributed system: either base on hardware partitioning [3] , or view the OS states as replicated [13, 77, 14, 7, 79, 47, 68] , or span an OS across multiple cache-coherence domains [57] or hardware accelerators [66] , or restrict the management functions of the hypervisor [49, 83] . Popcorn [8] constructs a single system image on top of mutiple Linux kernels (each runs on a different ISA) through a compiler framework, making applications run transparently amongst different ISA processors.
Two recent systems improve the network performance by exposing high performance NIC or virtual function of SR-IOV devices to applications. IX [16] , based on DUNE [15] , implements an exokernel architecture in Linux and creates a new library. Arrakis [71] , based on BarrelFish [13] ), allows applications to directly access virtualized I/O devices through libos. They are differently motivated and particularly designed for the network performance.
Other closely related research fields include tail-latency tolerant systems [48, 55, 56, 43, 88, 72, 94] , performance isolation [87, 80, 39, 33] , and resource accountability [23, 78, 5] .
Experience and Limitations
RainForest is a concrete implementation of our model. However, it is only a point in the implementation space.
First, implementing a subOS as a Linux-like OS instance is not required by the model. In fact, we have ported Kitten [70] -a lightweight kenrel-as a subOS. Also, we have supported the resource containers on a subOS and are optimistic about its deployment flexibility if Docker is supported.
Second, choosing a bare-metal Linux OS instance as the basis of implementing the supervisor is a compromise considering the engineering effort. For security considerations, the complexity of a full-fledged OS instance makes it very difficult to verify and vulnerable to attacks [49] .
Finally, the security of subOS is an unsolved problem in the current implementation. The main concerns are the threats from a malicious subOS because of the architecture limit that the physical memory space is unified in a single-Root PCIe architecture. That is, it can not defend a subOS against malicious writes from others [21] . A possible solution is that additional registers are used to describe and protect the memory windows that a core accesses and the privilege of configuring these registers is restricted into a special CPU or firmware. In addition, an X86 CPU can issue critical IPIs to force others to restart or make DoS-like attacks by continuously issue IPIs at high rates. We can ease the problem by maintaining a table of trusted communication cores in each subOS and make all IPI handlers check sources.
After all, we have to admit the horizontal OS model can not guarantee the security without architectural supports. Fortunately, the past experience witnesses hardware vendors did ever devote efforts on the security of VMs with a series of hardware supports. The recent work also show hardware alteration does not necessary bring high overhead. For example, PARD [59] implements multiple programmable control planes in a multicore machine via FPGA emulation, and the attached tags in the system does not introduce extra latency in the LLC control plane that is hidden in the pipelines. We expect RainForest can finally become applicable in SSC, since it performs well.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a horizontal OS model which is guided by three design principles: division of responsibility, make physical partitions elastic, and confine state sharing. We propose a new OS abstraction-subOS, which is not only a management facility for flexible resource management but also an independent execution environment qualified for a resource principal. We explore the space of applying the horizontal OS model to a concrete OS implementation, RainForest on the basis of Linux, and keep it full compatibility with Linux ABI. Our comprehensive evaluations using six benchmark suites demonstrate RainForest outperforms Linux with three Linux kernels, LXC, and Xen in terms of the worst-case performance and high resource utilization, performance isolation, and scalability.
